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Bennett’\ philosophy with sparkling clar- 
ity. The farm owner, the person running 
the farm, is the one who determines 
whether the land will improve or deteri- 
orate. But, obviously, “Big Hugh’ recog- 
nized the need for assistance to the farm 
operator in achieving good conservation. 

The article “Soil Conservation and 
Extension in Missouri: A Study of Con- 
flict” by Childs and Headley brought 
back a flood of poignant memories. One 
might surmise that the authors, through 
their connection with the college of agri- 
culture, University of Missouri, might 
have been biased in their viewpoint. Yet 
I found this review accurate and factual 
in detail, as best memoy serves. 

In a sense, this conflict, extending 
over the better part of three decades, , was a terrific waste of energies that had 

the voters before they went to the polls. 
The vote in favor of the district won 
handily. 

Looking back, I can appreciate the 
honest conviction of the Missouri exten- 
sion people even though their tactics 
(and perhaps those of the SCS) were not 
entirely Kosher. I am sure no individual 
was more devoted to the land of Mis- 
souri and the family farm concept than 
Jim Burch. Marion Clarke was an agri- 
cultural engineer of the first order. His 
concepts may have varied somewhat 
from those of the SCS. But what two ar- 
chitects would design an identical edi- 
f ice? 

On the other side, men like Howard 
Jackson, SCS state conservationist and a 
leader of rare ability, were hamstrung 
for years in getting on with a conserva- 
tion program. 

I trust and believe, as Childs and 
Headley state, that “only vestiges of the 
old differences remain.” For the task 
ahead is perhaps more formidable and 
perplexing than that faced in 1930. It 
will require the best coordinated efforts 
of all concerned. 

The economy and long-term welfare 
of Missouri, as well as many other 
states, is based on the welfare and pro- 
ductivity of our farms and forests. Yet 
now we are caught up in an economic 
crunch that’s forcing many, or most, 
farmers to rip up hillsides for cultivated 
crops where such hillsides should remain 
in continuous grass cover. When a farm- 

make the choice between losing 
er his “mr soi or losing his farm, soil comes in 
a poor second. It makes no difference if 
it can be demonstrated that permanent 
cover will pay as well over just a few 
years. Those interest payments come due 
every six months. 

But. if we can guide our land use and 
investment thinking from speculation to 
long-term husbandry, we will have es- 
tablished a firmer basis for conservation 
and resource improvement. This will r e  
quire, among other things, the best 
minds available to serve our agricultural 
interests. I am distressed when I see the 
loss of many of our better personnel to 
other states or to budget limitations. 

In my own operation (nursery and 
beef cattle), every field has received the 
full conservation treatment with SCS 
guidance. Our horticultural practices 
and innovations have received valuable 

input from our College of Agriculture. 
If all agricultural operations in the state 
were as intensively benefitted, our agri- 
cultural economy would be much 
healthier. Achieving sound soil and 
water conservation and, yes, balanced 
farming is the great challenge for the re- 
mainder of this century. 

Hugh Steavenson 
Forrest Keeling Nursery 
Elsberry, Missouri 

Just a note to tell you how much I a p  
preciated several of the articles and 
‘‘Viewpoint.’ in the July-August issue. I 
never thought I’d live to see someone 
from Missouri write about the “feud” 
over SWCD’s in that state. 

ciated Wheeler McMillen’s comments 
,about Hugh Bennett, and John Walter 
did a good job on his Woodbury County 
article. 

Minott Silliman, Jr. 
Toulon, Illinois 

Of course, it dates me to say I appre- 

Among the many bright spots in my 
busy retirement is the regular receipt of 
the JSWC. For example, in the July- 
August issue: Picking out one or two ar- 
ticles is not the way to assess the issue, 
for there are several which together 
make it a very “balanced” one. Wheeler 
McMillen’s “Viewpoint,” one on non- 
point-source pollution, Marks on prime 
farmlands, and Cooks on RCA, along 
with significant technical articles. 

Two others got my special attention 
due to my having been an earlier o b  
server “on the ground” of the subjects 
they covered. I remember especially an 
ACP mission to Missouri about the time 
there was growing evidence of correla- 
tion of conservation efforts. My visits 
with some of the Extension people and 
with State Conservationist Jackson (then 
“acting,” I believe) gave me insight into 
“balanced farming” efforts and the be- 
ginning of the growth in numbers of soil 
districts and small watershed conserva- 
tion programs. Fortunately, ACP was 
being effectively utilized in both areas of 
emphasis. 

In 1964, I went to Woodbury Coun- 
ty, Iowa, to enpurage and join in the 
local cooperative efforts, including ACP, 
among the agencies to control erosion of 
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those fragile soils, especially to increase 
the effectiveness of the Little Sioux flood 
prevention watershed program. Walter’s 
article indicates this is still about “where 
I came in back then,” with the prob- 
lems, recognition of the problems, and 
suggested solutions still substantially the 
same. McMillen’s “Viewpoint” on “Big 
Hugh‘s message” seems very pertinent 
there as well as elsewhere. 

the thought that some of our retired 
farm editors deserve designation as 
“national rural life sages.” In addition to 
McMillen, I think of Alexander Nunn, 
retired executive editor of the Progres- 
sive Farmer, who is a Fellow of SCSA 
and continues to serve, speak, and 
write on agricultural and historical sub- 
jects. 

Also, McMillen’s “Viewpoint” evoked 

Ernest L. Gambell 
Silver Spring, Maryland 

Congratulations on a much improved 
JSWC. The July-August issue is much 
more readable and contains more arti- 
cles dealing with current issues of im- 
portance than has been characteristic of 
JSWC’s in the past. 

Dona1 V. Allison 
Abilene, Texas 

I’ve enjoyed reading issues of JSWC 
that I have been receiving since joining 
SCSA earlier this year. The format (fea- 
tures, research, etc.) is well conceived, 
and the layout and printup of each page 
is among the best I’ve seen in a society 
journal. 

There’s one problem, however, which 
I really hate to bring up, but it’s rather 
annoying: My issues have been arriving 
in horrible condition. I don’t know if 
this is preventable on your part, but all 
my other journals seem to arrive in good 
shape. I hate to think of the wasted ef- 
fort to produce such a nice looking jour- 
nal when it ends up looking like it was 
pulled out of a corn sheller. 

John Watts 
School of Forest Resources 

and Conservation 
University of Florida 
Gainesville, Florida 

From time to time, we get reports 
from SCSA members of damaged 

JSWCs. Our follow-up investigations 
with postal service officials indicate the 
problems are isolated ones. That may or 
may not be the case here. We’ll follow- 
up again. Regardless, please let SCSA 
headquarters know i j  your JSWC arrives 
in an unreadable condition so the copy 
can be replaced. 

Editor 

More on the farm bill’s evolution 

The article by Richard Dunford, en- 
titled “The Evolution of Federal Farm- 
land Protection Policy” [ May- June 1982, 
pp. 133-1361, was both interesting and 
timely. However, as the staff person 
working for Congressman Jeffords on 
the issue, I would like to provide some 
further insight as to what really hap- 
pened. 

H.R. 2551, was defeated by the House 
in February 1980. Although an argu- 
ment used to justify the defeat was that 
the National Agricultural Lands Study 
was still going on, that was not the 
reason that the bill was defeated. As the 
floor manager for Jeffords, it was clear 
to me that a majority of the members 
were not familiar with the issue or the 
bill when they came to vote. Obviously, 
it was much safer for a member to vote 
“no,” especially in an election year, than 
to vote “yes” and have to defend his or 
her vote. 

The legislative strategy for the 97th 
Congress began the very day that H.R. 
2551 was defeated. Members of farm or- 
ganizations based in Washington and 
congressional staffers met periodically 
over the next several months to discuss 
the need for a policy as well as the pro- 
cedure to be used. It was decided that: 

A federal policy statement was still 
needed. 

The 1981 farm bill should be the ve- 
hicle used, as most of the debate would 
focus on commodity legislation. 

John Blocks appointment as secretary 
of agriculture helped speed the process 
along. He endorsed the House farm bill 
language on farmland protection over 
the objections of the Office of Manage- 
ment and Budget. However, it was the 
Senate farmland language that was 
finally adopted in conference. The con- 
ferees had no choice as we had earlier 

The Agricultural Land Protection Act, 

substituted the stronger Senate language 
for the House language when the farm 
bill was being amended on the House 
floor. 

Roger N. Allbee 
Staff consultant to the Subcommittee 

on Conservation, Credit, and 
Rural Development 

House Committee on Agriculture 
Washington, D.C. 

“Pen Points” is a forum for comment 
on published material or on land and 
water conservation issues in general. 
Readers are invited to express their 
views in a letter to the editor. Letters 
are judged on clarity of expression and 
pertinence. They should be as brief as 
possible. Long letters may be shortened. 
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The Human Impact: Man’s Role in Envi- 
ronmental Change. By Andrew Goudie. 
328 pp., illus., 1982. MIT Press, Cam- 
bridge Mass. 02142. $10.00. 
This book by Andrew Goudie, Fellow of 

Hertford College and lecturer in geogra- 
phy at Oxford, is a remarkably broad- 
ranging account of the ways in which man 
affects his natural environment. It will be 
valuable especially to those engaged in one 
way or another in that major new indus- 
try-environmental impact assessment. 
Almost every conceivable type of environ- 
mental impact by man is discussed-effects 
on vegetation, animals, soils, waters, land- 
forms, and the atmosphere. 

But the volume is more than just a 
checklist with examples of potential and 
actual environmental impacts. Goudie also 
manages to put the whole question of the 
way man affects the environment into a 
historical and philosophical perspective. 
Chapter 1 deals with both the development 
of man’s ideas about human effects on the 
natural world and with the main trends in 
these impacts since man discovered fire. 
The author characterizes the modern era 
as one in which the ways in which man’s 
effects on the planet are proliferating geo- 
graphically. 

Previously locat problems, like contami- 
nation of the atmosphere, are becoming re- 
gional and global. And huge projects, such 
as dams and agricultural development 
needed to support inexorably rising popu- 
lations, have increasingly important side 
effects. 

The long-term historical perspective is 
maintained throughout each chapter. The 
chapters on vegetation and on animals; 
their domestication; and the factors affect- 
ing extinction of birds, mammals, and 
other creatures are particularly good. 

Goudie’s treatment of soil changes 
strongly emphasizes the problem of soil 
erosion. But here Goudie’s bias toward 
tropical and temperature zones is most evi- 
dent; there is no discussion of the effects of 
pipelines. dams, mining, and oil and gas 
exploitation on soils in permafrost regions. 
The effects on soils of the deposition of 
acidic substances and toxic chemicals from 
the atmosphere in eastern North America 
or western Europe are also ignored. 

The quantitative effects of man’s actions 
on water systems is treated well. The sec- 
tion on water pollution is less satisfying. 
For example, eutrophication and accumu- 
lation of toxic metals, which are especially 

serious and difficult problems in lakes, are 
treated mainly with respect to the rivers of 
the United Kingdom and the Oceans. How- 
ever, man’s efforts at changing shorelines 
and other geomorphological features is giv- 
en a first-rate treatment in a fascinating 
chapter. 

Given Professor Goudie’s recognition 
early in the book of the increasingly re- 
gional or global nature of environmental 
impacts, the penultimate chapter on cli- 
mate and the atmosphere is disappointing- 
ly brief on the long-range atmospheric 
transport of acid precursors (acid rain) and 
of toxic substances, on the potential climat- 
ic effects of increased COe concentrations 
and other contaminants, and d; the chemi- 
cal threats to the protective stratospheric 
ozone layer. 

In general then, The Human Impact ... 
is an excellent but necessarily selective sur- 
vey of man’s role in environmental change. 
It is clearly written, with excellent graphs 
and illustrations. The author has chosen to 
omit much reference to arctic or subarctic 
problems, and emphasizes the local effects 
more strongly than large-scale regional or 
global ones. But overall, I recommend the 
book highly for all involved or interested in 
the environmental assessment process.-]. 
P .  BRUCE, Enoironment Canada, Otta- 
wa, Ontario K I A  OH3. 

Locking Up the Range: Federal Land Con- 
trols and Grazing. By Gary D. Libecap. 
109 pp., 1981. Ballinger Company, 
Cambridge, Mass. 02138. 
Since the 1880s, the condition of western 

rangelands and the economic status of the 
western livestock industry have been deter- 
mined by a never-ending war for suprem- 
acy between ranchers and bureaucrats in 
the U.S. Department of the Interior, ac- 
cording to author Libecap. At first the 
General Land Office resisted and rejected 
the extensive land claims of cattle and 
sheep operators because the bureaucrats 
saw that their jobs would last longer if they 
continued to dole out tracts of 160,320, or 
640 acres under the homestead laws. There 
was a long battle over fences constructed 
illegally by stockmen. Eventually a move- 
ment to create grazing districts, started in 
the National Forests, led to passage in 1934 
of the Taylor Grazing Act. 

With the assistance of powerful congres- 
sional allies, the regulated industry soon 
“captured” its regulator. A Colorado 

rancher named Farrington Carpenter was 
appointed to head the new federal Division 
of Grazing. 

“Carpenter called for election of (local) 
advisory boards of ranchers in his first ad- 
ministrative order,” Libecap relates. “On- 
ly ranchers qualified to use Taylor lands 
were eligible to vote.. . . The recommenda- 
tions of the advisory boards were almost 
always followed. ” 

The dominance of the industry peaked 
in 1947, when through congressional ac- 
tion the staff of the Grazing Service was 
cut to an impotent 86 (it had been as high 
as 417 persons) and a merger was forced 
with the General Land Office to create the 
Bureau of Land Management, which for 
years was kept in a similar state of helpless- 
ness. 

Libecap sees the period from 1939 to 
1960 as the relatively g d  years: “Grazing 
privileges held by ranchers.. .were reason- 
ably broad and secure; they were renewed 
automatically, stocking levels and seasons 
of use were largely at the discretion of per- 
mittees, and user fees were minimal. This 
legal security allowed ranchers to make 
managerial decisions to increase economic 
returns from the range.” 

But things started coming apart in the 
1960s with new “allegations of overgraz- 
ing,” passage of the Classification and 
Multiple Use Act of 1964, the Public Land 
Law Review Commission Act of 1964, the 
National Environmental Policy Act of 
1969, and-the crowning blow-the Fed- 
eral Land Policy and Management Act of 
1976. All of these laws, according to the 
author, were engineered by the bureau- 
cracy working in collaboration with the 
growing conservation organizations. 

Libecap cites various surveys that 
showed range deterioration, but he is skep- 
tical of the motives and data behind each. 
They were tools used by the bureaucrats to 
keep the livestock industry off balance, he 
contends. 

The book begins with the premise and 
ends with the conclusion that uncertain 
tenure has been the root cause of grazing 
land abuse, if and when abuse occurred, 
and the economic problems of the indus- 
try. The cure: “Assigning title to existing 
permittees is the least costly way of grant- 
ing private property rights.” This should 
be done because “well defined private 
rights capture individual incentive and in- 
itiative.. . . They insure response by profit- 
maximizing landowners to changing mar- 
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ket demands for range use. Finally, they 
allow the U.S. to avoid socially costly sci- 
entific management programs advocated 
by the BLM.” 

Libecap makes no attempt to present the 
arguments for scientific management or 
multiple use. Utterly and candidly one- 
sided, his little book echoes the same argu- 
ments currently advanced by John Baden, 
Richard Storup, Steve Hanke, and othei 
advocates of “privatizing” the public 
lands. - CHAR LES CA LLISON, Public 
Lands Institute, Washington, D .  C .  20006. 

The Market for Rural Land: Trends, Is- 
sues, Policies. By Robert G. Healy and 
James L. Short. 306 pp., illus., 1981. 
The Conservation Foundation, Wash- 
ington, D.C. 20036. $12.50. 
The key statement in this book comes on 

page 252: “Only 1 rural resident in 10 now 
lives on a commercial farm.” Authors 
Healy and Short introduce us to the com- 
plexities of the land market that in so much 
of the United States is now dominated by 
the other nine-tenths of the population 
classified as rural. Although the authors 
cover the farmland market, it is not their 
principa1 focus. 

The first four of the book‘s seven chap- 
ters outline the characteristics of the land 
market and the forces that have affected 
land supply and demand, primarily since 
1950. Chapter 5 (more than one-fourth of 
the book) summarizes case studies in six 
different regions: Loudoun County, Vir- 
ginia; Tyler County, Texas; Hardy and 
Pendleton Counties, West Virginia; Doug- 
las County, Illinois; Plainfield, New 
Hampshire; and San Luis Obispo County, 
California. In the two concluding chapters 
the authors synthesize issues highlighted by 
the case studies and offer suggestions for 
land policy reform. 

In conception, and befitting the authors’ 
own research backgrounds, the book is es- 
sentially a study of land markets in areas 
experiencing rapid conversion of farmland 
and forest land to nonfarm uses. Three 
problem areas give structure to the analy- 
sis: price increases, ownership shifts, and 
parcel fragment ation. 

Continuing land price increases for all 
types of rural land and a strong land con- 
version trend in exurbia are two basic as- 
sumptions that guide the analysis. The au- 
thors rely upon the Soil Conservation Ser- 
vice’s (Potential Cropland Study) contro- 
versial estimate cf “3 million acres per year 
[of rural land] converted or inundated.” 
Current stagnation in the housing market, 
paralyzing high interest rates, and the 
marked decline in deflated farmland prices 
after 1980 suggest some moderation in 
forecasts of future rural land price trends 
and activity. The timing of their study and 
data available to the authors may have 
caught these trends at their peak. 

Extensive footnotes and references at the 

end of each chapter are one of the strong 
points of the book. This wealth of docu- 
mentation, however, is tempered by the 
fact that the book contains no index. Given 
the authors’ wide-ranging search of the 
literature, this is a distressing omission. 

The authors’ familiarity with the urban 
and suburban land use and planning litera- 
ture is not matched by comparable famili- 
arity with farmland use and market 
studies. The book is billed as the “first com- 
prehensive study of the market for rural 
land in the United States.” The claim is 
supportable if the focus is on rural non- 
farm as well as farmland, but it tends to 
overstate a neglect of farmland market 
studies . 

The book‘s relatively little emphasis on 
the farmland market is illustrated by the 
fact that the case studies include no areas 
in the Great Plains or Mountain States, 
thus excluding the wheat and sorghum 
belts and ranching lands, and the phenom- 
enal increase in market prices and activity 
in irrigated lands of the Central and South- 
em Plains. Contrary to the implication on 
page 109, there have been a series of 
studies of the effects of mineral rights on 
land markets.’ And the designation of 
Douglas County, Illinois, immediately 
south of Champaign-Urbana, as represen- 
tative of the Corn Belt is misleading, since 
it stands at or near the top of the Corn Belt 
farm income and land value distribution. 
Characterizing the survey of land owner- 
ship conducted by the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture in 1978 as the “first nation- 
wide land ownership survey” overlooks the 
more detailed study published in 1949.2 
There are no data in the study to reflect 
land market trends in areas that have not 
experienced the much-publicized “turna- 
round in rural population growth’ of the 
1970s. 

If they leave some ground uncovered in 
the farmland market, Healy and Short 
provide an excellent synthesis of rural land 
market problems in areas threatened by 
rural land use conversion. One of the 
strongest points of the book is the docu- 
mentation of the long-run consequences of 
fragmentation of rural land ownership. It 
should be required reading for those seek- 
ing to preserve agriculture by the futile use 
of large-lot zoning, and for professionals in 
land use planning who bring urban-orient- 
ed mind-sets to their rural tasks. This is the 
audience to which the book is addressed, 
and its review of issues and policy alterna- 
tives is authoritative. The Conservation 
Foundation has performed a public service 
in making it available at an affordable 

‘For example, see L. A. Parcher. Some factors influ- 
encing mineral rights separation in land sales. 1954. 
Okla. Agr. Exp. Sta. Bull. No. B-431. Stillwater, Ok- 
la homa . 
2Buis, T. Inman. and William H.  Fippin. Farm land 
otcnership in the United State<y. 1949. U.S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture. Bur. Agr. Econ., U.S. Dept. 
Agr., Washington. D.C. 
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price.-PHILLIP M .  RAUP, Department 
of Agriculture and Applied Economics, 
Uniuersity of Minnesota, S t .  Paul. 55108. 

Soils d the bvirrmment: A Guide to Soil 
Surveys and Their Applications. By Ger- 
ald W. Olson. 178 pp., illus., refs., 
apps., index, 1981. Chapman and Hall, 
Methuen, Inc., New York, N.Y. 10017. 
Cloth, $29.50; paper $16.95. 
The author states in his preface that 

“laypersons are the prime audience intend- 
ed for this book, but the book will be 
equally useful to soil scientists and other 
technically trained people.” Instead, how- 
ever, the content is of much greater value 
to the soil scientist than to the layman. The 
book includes a great wealth of detailed in- 
formation about soil profile descriptions 
and soil classification, the most I’ve seen in 
one publication. But a background knowl- 
edge of soils equivalent to that provided by 
a college introductory soils course is r e  
quired for a full understanding of the con- 
tent. 

The text may serve as a good in-depth 
reference for laypersons with occupations 
in which soil survey information is appli- 
cable. However, it is not a ready-reference 
to understanding or facilitating the use of 

MORE PROFIT WITH LESS TILL 
AGE by Ernest Behn has been widely 
acclaimed by farmers throughout the 
Midwest who read the book, fol- 
lowed its guidance and discovered for 
themselves that soil conservation 
pays, and in real dollars. Here are the 
facts and figures to prove how ridge- 
planting can help farmers save time, 
fuel, labor, moisture and soil, and 
make money doing it. 

MORE PROFIT 
WITH LESS TILLAGE 

6 x 9, 132 pages, softbound 
ISBN 0-87069-366-2 $7.95 

Available at bookstores or may be 
ordered directly from the publisher 
(add $1.25 postage): 

Wallace-Homestead Book Co. 
1912 Grand Avenue 

Des Moines, Iowa 50309 

soil survey reports for tax 8ssessors, poten- 
tial homeowners, farmers, and the like. 

Chapter 2, “Soil Profile Descriptions,” 
contains a detailed account of soil profile 
descriptions. It was enlightening to me as 
an Extension conservationist with a need to 
be re-educated on the subject. Neverthe 
less, I have been informed that the horizon 
nomenclature in this chapter is obsolete ac- 
cording to the Soil Conservation Service’s 
new Soil Survey Manual. 

Chapter 3, “Laboratory Analyses,” is an 
overview of soil fertility, engineering, and 
soil classification analyses. The chapter 
contains little detail. Chapter 4, “Soil Clas- 
sification,” however, contains much detail 
about soil taxonomy. Such detail may be of 
little interest or value to the layman, but it 
could be valuable in the soil science class- 
room. Unfortunately, the chapter’s exam- 
ple soil maps are not reproduced well. 

Chapter 5, “Computerized Data Pro- 
cessing,” is quite informative in its descrip 
tion of how to complete the Soil Conserva- 
tion Service’s Form 5 ,  but the instructions 
are produced in such small type that they 
are barely readable. 

Chapter 6, “Engineering Applications,” 
reviews the SCS ratings of soils for nonag- 
ricultural uses. The waste d q x d  section 
indicates little awareness of problems with 
karst and related water quality. 

Chapter 7, “Agricultural Land Classifi- 
cation,” reviews the traditional land capa- 
bility classes. The chapter contains only a 
short paragraph about productivity in- 
dices. Much more useful information could 
have been provided on productivity in- 
dices, as well as on the chapter’s topic as a 
whole. For example, the author refers to a 
1963 publication advocating that “deep 
rooted legumes or perennial grasses were to 
be grown one out of every four years on 
Class I soils.. .*’ Such recommendations are 
generally obsolete in 1982, at least in Min- 
nesota. 

Chapter 8, “Erosion Control,” describes 
the universal soil loss equation and a com- 
puter study of erosion in New York State. 
Again, more could have been written 
about how the farmer can use soil maps to 
estimate his soil losses and to plan crop and 
soil management systems to conserve soil. 

Chapter 9, “Yield Correlations,” ad- 
dresses the topic from the soil classifier’s 
point of view. The author writes that with 
soil survey report yield data *‘a farmer can 
predict probable yields in an average year, 
and set goals toward yields that could be 
achieved through improved manage- 
ment.” Such yield data, however, won be- 
come obsolete, and most farmers would 
ridicule yield estimates that are 15 years 
old. 

Chapter 10, “Archeological Considera- 
tions,” is interesting reading and probably 
useful to the archeologist and historian. 
However, the subject may be of only pass- 
ing interest to the layman who is con- 
cerned about locating a house and sewage 

treatment system on a rural lot. 
Where is the ready-reference guide that 

the farmer or homeowner can use to find 
his way through modern soil survey re- 
ports?-CLIFTON. HALSEY, Extension 
Consemationist-Soils, Uniuersity of Minne- 
sota, St. Paul, 55108. 

Reclamation 

Test of Methods for A d i n g  and Seeding 
Spoils at the Blackbird Mine. By B. Z .  
Richardson and E. E. Farmer. 6 pp., il- 
lus., refs., 1981. Forest Service Res. 
Paper INT-265. Intermountain Forest 
and Range Experiment Station, Ogden, 

A Guide for Revegetating Coal Minesoils 
in the Eastern United States. By Willis 
G. Vogel. 190 pp., illus., tbls., bibliog., 
gloss., 1981. General Tech. Rpt. NE-68. 
Northeastern Forest Experiment Sta- 
tion, Broomall, Pa. 19008. 

Utah 84401. 

Agencies 
A Directoy of Organizations in the Mis- 

souri River Basin and Great Plains 
Working on Resources and Resource-Re- 
lated Community Issues. 26 pp., 1982. 
Missouri Basin-Great Plains Caucus, 
Walthill, Nebr. 68067. 

Education 
Enuironrnental Education Actiuities Man- 

ual. Edited by William B. Stapp and 
Dorothy A. Cox. 176 pp., 1981. 
Dorothy A. Cox, Farmington Hills, 
Mich. 48018. 

Educators Guide to Free Science Materials. 
Edited by Mary H. Saterstrom. 368 pp., 
index, 1981. Educators Progress Service, 
Inc., Randolph, Wisc. 53956. 
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Drought in the Great Plains. Compiled 

and edited by Donald A. Wilhite and 
Richard 0. Hoffman. 75 pp., refs., 
apps., bibliog., index., 1980. Institute of 
Agriculture and Natural Resources, Uni- 
versity of Nebraska, Lincoln. 

Range Science: A Guide to Information 
Sources. Edited by John F. Vallentine 
and Phillip L. Sims. 231 pp., apps., in- 
dex, 1980. Gale Research Co., Detroit, 
Mich. 48226. $28.00. 

National Agricultural Lands Study: Agri- 
cultural Land Retention and Availabil- 
ity: A Bibliographic Source Book. 47 
pp., apps., 1981. U.S. Government 
Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 
20402. 

A Computerized Bibliography of Selected 
Sagebrush Species (Genus Artemisia) in 
Western North America. Compiled by 
Roy 0. Harniss, Stephen J .  Harvey, and 
Robert B. Murray. 107 pp., bibliog., in- 
dex, 1981. Forest Service General Tech. 
Rpt. INT-102. Intermountain Forest 
and Range Experiment Station, Ogden, 
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